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ABSTRACT

• They are not being exhaustively preserved by any institution;

Research and Development (R&D) websites often provide valuable
and unique information such as software used in experiments, test
data sets, gray literature, news or dissemination materials. However, these sites frequently become inactive after the project ends.
For instance, only 7% of the project URLs for the FP4 work programme (1994-1998) were still active in 2015. This study describes
a pragmatic methodology that enables the automatic identification
and preservation of R&D project websites. It combines open data
sets with free search services so that it can be immediately applied even in contexts with very limited resources available. The
“CORDIS EU research projects under FP7 dataset” provides information about R&D projects funded by the European Union during
the FP7 work programme. It is publicly available at the European
Union Open Data Portal. However, this dataset is incomplete regarding the project URL information. We applied our proposed
methodology to the FP7 dataset and improved the completeness
of the FP7 dataset by 86.6% regarding the project URLs information. Using these 20 429 new project URLs as starting point, we
collected and preserved 10 449 947 Web files, fulfilling a total of
1.4 TB of information related to R&D activities. All the outputs
from this study are publicly available [16], including the CORDIS
dataset updated with our newly found project URLs.

• They are highly transient, typically vanishing shortly after
the project funding ends;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Most current Research & Development (R&D) projects rely on
their websites to publish valuable information about their activities
and achievements. However, these sites quickly vanish after the
project funding ends. During the funding work programme FP7
the European Union invested a total of 59 107 million EUROS on
R&D projects. Scientific outputs from this significant investment
were disseminated online through R&D project websites. Moreover, part of the funding was invested in the development of the
project websites themselves. However, these websites and the information they provide typically disappear a few years after the end
of the projects. Websites of R&D projects must be preserved because:
• They publish valuable scientific outputs;
• They are aggregators of scientific outputs related to a given
theme because the R&D projects are typically funded in response to a call on proposals to solve specific societal or scientific problems;

• They constitute a trans-national, multi-lingual and cross-field
set of historical web data for researchers (e.g. social scientists).
The constant deactivation of websites that publish and disseminate the scientific outputs originated from R&D projects causes a
permanent loss of valuable information to Human knowledge from
a societal and scientific perspective. Web archiving provides a solution to this problem. Web archives can preserve this valuable information. Moreover, funding management datasets can be enriched
with references of the preserved versions of the project websites
that disappeared from the live-Web. However, websites that publish information related to R&D projects must be firstly identified
so that web archives can preserve them.
There has been a growing effort of the European Union, and governments in general, to improve transparency by providing open
data about their activities and outputs of the granted fundings. The
European Union Open Data Portal [8] is an example of this effort.
It conveys information about European Union funded projects such
as the project name, start and end dates, subject, budget or project
URL. Almost all this information is persistent and usable through
time after the project or funding instruments end. The exception is
the project URL. As websites typically disappear a few years after their creation [31], the R&D management databases available at
The European Union Open Data Portal, such as the datasets of the
CORDIS EU research projects, suffer degradation by referencing
complementary online resources that became unavailable and were
not systematically preserved neither by the funder nor the funded
entities. Moreover, the CORDIS EU research project datasets have
incomplete information regarding the projects URLs. From a total of 25 608 project entries, only 2 092 had the project URL field
filled. Thus, about 92% of project websites could not be identified
and therefore their preservation was challenged.
The Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) [10] is the
official Portuguese institution that manages research funding and
e-infrastructures. Arquivo.pt [2] - the Portuguese Web Archive is
one of the research infrastructures managed by FCT and its main
objective is to preserve web material to support research activities. Hence, the websites of R&D projects are priority targets to
be preserved. The objective of our work was to study techniques to
automatically identify and preserve R&D project websites funded
by the European Union based on existing free tools and public
data sets so that they can be directly applied by most organizations
and information science professionals, without requiring the intervention of computer scientists, or demanding computing resources

(e.g. servers, bandwidth, disk space). The main contributions of
this work are:
• Quantitative measurements about the ephemera of EU-funded
project websites and their preservation by web archives;
• A test collection and methodology to evaluate heuristics to
automatically identify R&D project websites;
• A comparative analysis between heuristics to automatically
identify URLs of R&D projects using free search services
and publicly available information datasets;
• A list of web addresses of existing R&D project sites that
can be used by web archives to preserve these sites or by
management institutions to complement their datasets.
We believe that the results described here can be immediately applied to bootstrap the preservation of EU-funded project websites
and minimize the loss of the valuable information they convey as
has been occurring for the past 22 years.

2.

RELATED WORK

The vastness of the web represents a big challenge with regard to
preservation activities. Since it’s practically impossible to preserve
every web content, the question remains: “how much of the web
is archived? [20]”. The problem of link rot is a serious and prevalent problem that jeopardizes the credibility and quality of scientific literature that increasingly references complementary online
resources essential to enable the reproducibility of the published
scientific results (e.g. experimental data). A study about the decay and half-life period of online citations cited in open access
journals showed that 24.58% of articles had online citations and
30.56% of them were not accessible [41]. The half-life of online
citations was computed to be approximately 11.5 and 9.07 years in
Science and Social science journal articles respectively. However,
the link rot problem in scientific publications is not a problem of
open access journals. The unavailability of online supplementary
scientific information was also observed across articles published
in major journals [28, 30]. The problem of link rot is cross-field
and has been scientifically reported over time. For instance, it was
observed among scientific publications in the fields of Computer
Science in 2003 [44], Information Science [45] in 2011 or Agriculture in 2013 [43]. We believe that many of the link rot citations
reference resources published on project websites that meanwhile
became unavailable. Preserving these sites would significantly contribute to maintain the quality of scientific literature.
Since the early days of the web, several studies addressed the
problem of identifying relevant web resources. Focused crawling approaches try to identify valuable information about a specific
topic [25]. ARCOMEM - From collect-all archives to community
memories was a EU-funded research project conducted between
2011 and 2013 that aimed to study automatic techniques to identify and preserve relevant information regarding given topics specially from social media. Ironically, the project website is no longer
available and could only be found in publicly available web archive
[22]. ARCOMEM studied, for instance, how to perform intelligent and adaptive crawling of web applications for web archiving
[29] or how to exploit the social and semantic web for guided web
archiving [39]. However, implementation of such approaches is
too complex and entails a significant amount of resources, requering powerful crawlers and bandwidth resources to harvest the web
looking for relevant resources. The process can be optimized but
considering the dimensions of web data, it is still too demanding to

be implementable by most Cultural Heritage Organizations. web
services, such as live-web search engines, have already crawled
and processed large amounts of web data, and provide search services to explore it. Bing Web Search API [3] and Google Custom
Search API [11] are examples of commercial APIs that can be used
to explore those web data. However, these services limit the number of queries per user based on the subscribed plan. Contrarily,
non-commercial APIs like Faroo [9] don’t have limitations on the
number of queries a user can perform, but the search results tend to
be worse due to the relatively low amount of web data indexed.
Therefore, alternative approaches that explore existing services
and resources to identify and preserve relevant web content have
been researched. Martin Klein and Michael Nelson proposed methods to rediscover missing web pages automatically through the web
Infrastructure [33]. In their study they have a priori information
about the original URL which they used it to build several heuristics to rediscover the missing web pages. Shipman et al. used page
titles to rediscover lost web pages referenced on the DMOZ web
directory by using the Yahoo search engine [42].
Websites containing information regarding European Union fundings and R&D projects are frequently referenced by names under
the .EU domain. There is no entity in charge of preserving the general content published under the .EU domain. The strategy adopted
by memory institutions has been to preserve the web through the
delegation of the responsibility to each national institution which
leaves the content published under the .EU domain orphan regarding its preservation. Nonetheless, the Historical Archives of the European Union (HAEU), in cooperation with the EU Inter-institutional Web Preservation Working Group coordinated by the EU Office
of Publications, has started a web archiving pilot project in late
2013 concerning the websites of EU institutions and bodies. They
performed four complete crawls of 19 EU Institutional and Bodies websites in 2014 and extended this to include 50 EU Agencies
in 2015 [19]. Arquivo.pt performed a first exploratory crawl of
the .EU domain to gain insight into the preservation of the content published under this domain [23]. The initial idea was that the
“brute-force” approach of preserving the .EU websites in general
would also include most R&D projects websites hosted on this domain. However, the obtained results showed that this approach was
too demanding for the resources we had available. Therefore, we
decided to adopt a more selective approach. By combining open
data sets and free search services, we have established a pragmatic
framework that enables the automatic identification and preservation of R&D project URLs in contexts with very limited resources
available.

3.

EPHEMERA OF R&D WEBSITES

Everyday, more information is published on the web, from a simple blog post opinion to a research project funded by the European
Union. However, the web is ephemeral. Only 20% of web pages
remain unchanged after one year, which points towards a massive
loss of information [37]. We performed an experiment to measure
the ephemera of research websites funded by the European Union
work programmes from FP4 (1994-1998) to FP7 (2007-2013). On
the 27th November 2015, we tested the available projects URLs
for each funding work programme (FP4 [4], FP5 [5], FP6 [6] and
FP7 [7]), checking how many still referenced relevant content. The
datasets containing the projects URLs was obtained from the European Union Open Data Portal datasets [8]. A comparison was
made using the title on the datasets and the project URL content
to test if each project URL was still referencing relevant content.
The relevance criterion applied was that if at least half the words
with 4 or more characters presented on the title were found on the

Table 1: Project URLs from the CORDIS dataset referencing
relevant content distributed per work programme validated in
27 November, 2015.
Nr. project URLs
FP4 (1994-1998)
FP5 (1998-2002)
FP6 (2002-2006)
FP7 (2007-2013)

853
2 717
2 401
2 092

Nr. project URLs with
relevant content
58
322
715
1 370

% project URLS
relevant content
7%
12%
30%
65%

content referenced by the project URL, the content was considered
to be relevant. This method was applied on all work programmes
with exception of FP7 that was humanly validated to build the test
collection described in Section 4.
The results presented on Table 1 show that 65% of the URLs
of R&D projects funded by FP7 program were still available and
referenced relevant content. A counterexample of a R&D project
URL, presented on the FP7 dataset, that now references irrelevant
content is www.oysterecover.eu. This URL is associated to the
OYSTERECOVER project that studied scientific bases and technical procedures to recover the European oyster production, and now
references a shopping website. The percentage of active and relevant project URLs decreased for older work programmes, reaching
a percentage of only 7% for the FP4 work programme (1994-1998).

3.1

Preservation Coverage and Distribution

Our previous results showed that a significant percentage of project URLs is no longer available on the live-web and therefore its
content may have been potentially lost forever. However, there are
several web Archiving initiatives working to preserve the web as
exhaustively as possible. Many of them focus on the preservation
of each respective country web domain, with some exceptions like
the US-based Internet Archive [13], a non-profit initiative that acts
with a global scope.
We conducted an experiment to measure if the available project
URLs referenced on the incomplete CORDIS datasets were preserved by web archives. For this purpose, we verified if at least
one web-archived version of the referenced project URLs could
be found by using the Time Travel Service [18, 21]. This service
acts as gateway to query for archived versions of a web resource
(Memento) across multiple publicly available web archives using
the HTTP Memento Framework [26]. For each project URL, we
queried the Time Travel Service for its timemap which provides
a list of corresponding archived versions. If a project URL had
an archived version between the time range of the corresponding
work programme, we considered that the project URL had a valid
archived version. The results of this experiment are presented on
Table 2. It shows that 1 593 of the 2 092 FP7 project URLs have an
archived version between 2007 and 2013, meaning that 76.1% of
these projects URLs have an web-archived version. However, the
amount of project URLs preserved decreases for the older work
programmes, only 38.2% of the FP6 project URLs had a webarchived version, and 43.6% for FP4 project URLs.
Table 3 shows the distribution of the project URLs archived versions across web archives. For each project URL we counted how
many web archives have a valid archived version. Most of the
project URL archived versions are retrieved from web.archive.org,
the time gate of the Internet Archive, with 76% preservation coverage of the FP7 project URLs followed by web.archive.bibalex.org
with only 0.81% of the FP7 project URL preserved. This results
show that EU-funded project URLs were mainly preserved by the
US-based Internet Archive.

Table 2: Projects URLs on EU CORDIS datasets with a webarchived version.
Nr. project URLs

Nr. project URLs
with an
archived version

% project URLs
with an
archived version

853
2 717
2 401
2 092

372
1 661
918
1 593

43.6%
61.1%
38.2%
76.1%

FP4 (1994-1998)
FP5 (1998-2002)
FP6 (2002-2006)
FP7 (2007-2013)

Table 3: Distribution of projects URL archived versions per
web archive.
Time Gates

% FP4

% FP5

% FP6

% FP7

% Average

web.archive.org [13]
web.archive.bibalex.org [12]
webarchive.loc.gov [14]
webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk [46]
arquivo.pt [2]
wayback.archive-it.org [1]
wayback.vefsafn.is [36]
webarchive.parliament.uk [46]
www.webarchive.org.uk [24]
www.padi.cat [47]
collection.europarchive.org [32]

43.61
12.54
0
0.12
0.47
0
0.35
0
0
0
0

60.91
22.56
1.80
0.22
0.55
0.04
0.03
0
0
0
0

37.90
21.90
0.58
0
0.24
0
0.08
0
0
0
0

76.0
0.72
0.43
0.57
0.67
0.81
0.23
0.19
0.19
0.04
0.04

54.61
14.43
2.81
0.91
0.48
0.21
0.17
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.01

4.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

This section describes the evaluation methodology used to compare the performance of the heuristics tested to automatically identify R&D projects websites. We present here test collection developed as well as the relevance criterion adopted.

4.1

Test Collection

A ground-truth is required to evaluate the performance of the
proposed heuristics. We developed a test collection based on the
FP7 dataset [7]. The objective was to build a list of carefully
validated pairs of projects and corresponding project URLs. The
CORDIS dataset contains several information fields about each funded project such as acronym (project acronym), title (description of
the project) and projectUrl (URL for the project site or page). However, for most projects the URL was missing. Thus, we removed
all the projects that had the projectUrl field blank, ending up with a
list of 2 092 entries with projectUrl filled. Then, the following data
cleansing steps were applied to the dataset:
1. Removed non-existent URLs or invalid URLs (return codes
that are not 200s or 300s);
2. Followed all redirects and updated the projectUrl field with
the target URL;
3. Removed non alphanumeric characters from the title fields;
4. Left and right trim each column and removal of multiple
white spaces.
The dataset resulted in a list of 1 596 entries. However, this
list was still not ready to be used as a test collection because there
were project URLs referencing online content no longer related to
the project. For example, some URLs projects referenced registrar
sites, shopping sites or Chinese sites that became the new owners
of the the domain names. A human validation was performed to
overcome this situation, deleting entries where the project URLs
were no longer related to the project. With this manual validation
the test collection ended up with a list of 1 370 project entries with
valid project URLs.

Percentange of similar documents retrieved(%)

100

defined that a project URL provided by a search engine is a relevant
result for a given project if its content matches the content of the
project URL defined on the test collection with a similarity level of
at least 80%.
For each heuristic it was measured how well it performed on
retrieving the project URL for each project entry on the test collection. An example of a relevant retrieval is when we apply a
heuristic to query a search engine about a given project and it returns the URL of the home page of the website with a similarity
score of more than 80% in comparison to the test collection project
URL content.
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Figure 1: Fuzzy hashing threshold applied to identify relevant
project URLs.

The search engines API have some limitations regarding how
many queries can be made. For example, Google Custom Search
Engine has a limitation of 100 search queries per day, and Bing
Web Search API has a limitation of 5 000 queries a month for free
usage. These limitations slowed the heuristics evaluation experiments to identify the R&D projects URLs. For our test collection
of 1 370 entries, it would only be possible to experiment 3 heuristics each month. To be able to test several heuristics in a reasonable
time, a smaller collection was built from the full test collection.
This smaller test collection comprised a random sample of 300 entries from the base test collection, with a confidence level of 95%
and a 5% margin of error [17].

4.2

Relevance Criterion

Ideally, the project URLs identified through an heuristic should
match the project URL on the test collection. However, a strict
string comparison to match URLs raises problems. For instance, it
would not detect URLs with different domains but the same content like www.lipididiet.progressima.eu/ and lipididiet.eu/, nor the
absence or presence of www hostname, www.hleg.de and hleg.de.
Another problematic situation would be different paths names to
the same content such as www.tacmon.eu/new/ and www.tacmon.
eu/. Thus, we adopted an automatic content comparison approach
by using hashing techniques instead of URL comparisons. However, the use of strict hashing techniques like MD5 [40] or SHA1 [27] to verify if the content referenced by the project URL is
relevant also present limitations. Project URLs that reference hidden dynamic content, for instance a simple blank space or a hidden
HTML section inserted dynamically would result in totally different hash codes, leading wrongly to the conclusion that the content
is not relevant. For this reason, we decided to apply a fuzzy hashing
technique [34]. This technique allows us to overcome the previous
problems since it generates an hash code proportional to the level
of difference between contents. Noteworthy, the similarity threshold cannot be too high (e.g. 100%) because it would suffer from
the limitations of strict hashing techniques causing the exclusion
of relevant project URLs. On the other hand, the threshold cannot
be too low because it would include irrelevant results. The similarity threshold was determined by gradually decreasing the similarity
threshold and counting the percentage of relevant results retrieved.
Figure 1 shows the percentage of relevant project URLs identified as the fuzzy hashing threshold value increased. We adopted
a threshold of 80% for the matching score because the number of
similar documents retrieved did not significantly varied below this
value and a high percentage of similarity was found. Therefore, we

5.

HEURISTICS TO AUTOMATICALLY
IDENTIFY R&D PROJECT URLS

Several heuristics to automatically identify project URLs on the
live-web were tested. The main idea of these heuristics is to use
search engines retrieval capabilities to identify URLS of research
project websites.

5.1

+Acronym +Title

This heuristic consists on querying the search engines using the
Acronym and Title fields of the FP7 dataset, despite its name provides a textual description of the project. An example of a query
submitted to a search engine using this heuristics is: "IMPACT Impact Measurement and Performance Analysis of CSR".

5.2

+Acronym +Title -Cordis

This heuristic consists on querying the search engine using the
Acronym and Title fields but excluding the results from site cordis.
europa.eu. The rational behind this exclusion is that search engine results can be biased towards results hosted on the CORDIS
site since the query terms used were obtained from the CORDIS
datasets. An example of a query submitted to a search engine using
this heuristics is: "IMPACT Impact Measurement and Performance
Analysis of CSR -site:cordis.europa.eu".

5.3

+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC

This heuristic is the same as the +Acronym +Title -Cordis but
also excludes the site ec.europa.eu. An example of a query submitted to a search engine using this heuristics is: "IMPACT Impact
Measurement and Performance Analysis of CSR -site:cordis.europa.eu
-site:ec.europa.eu".

5.4

+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC +CommonTerms

This heuristic aims at improving the results returned by search
engines through the inclusion of additional query terms commonly
used on the content referenced by existing project URLs. The most
frequent words extracted from the test collection projects websites
content, were identified and then the queries were built by adding
these common terms to the query issued to the search engine.

vm = sort

1
N

!

N

∑ vd

i

(1)

i=1

The method to compute these terms was established through a
bag of words model, generating a features vector for each project
site corpus vd1 , ..., vdn , where each feature represents a word
weighted by a TF-IDF weighting scheme [38]. Then, the mean
of all features vectors sorted by the highest weighted features was
calculated (Equation 1). Table 4 present the top 10 features retrieved {vm1 , ..., vm10 }. That is, the top 10 most common terms in

Table 4: Top 10 most common terms in the web content referenced by project URLs validated to build the test collection.
Position
Term
Average TF-IDF
1
project
0.048
2
research
0.023
3
european
0.021
4
home
0.017
5
news
0.017
6
eu
0.015
7
new
0.014
8
2015
0.014
9
read
0.014
10
partners
0.014

Table 5: Recall of each heuristic when identifying project URLs
on the live-web.
+Acronym +Title
+Acronym +Title -Cordis
+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC
+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC +project

Top 1
44.0%
44.9%
46.8%
47.8%

Top 3
56.3%
55.1%
56.1%
57.1%

Top 5
64.0%
58.1%
58.5%
58.1%

Top 10
66.0%
60.1%
60.5%
59.1%

Table 6: Precision of each heuristic.
+Acronym +Title
+Acronym +Title -Cordis
+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC
+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC +project

Top 1
44.0%
44.9%
46.8%
47.8%

Top 3
18.8%
18.4%
18.7%
19.0%

Top 5
12.8%
11.6%
11.7%
11.6%

Top 10
6.6%
6.0%
6.0%
5.9%

60
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+Acronym+Title-Cordis-EC+project
+Acronym+Title-Cordis-EC+project+research
+Acronym+Title-Cordis-EC+project+research+european
Figure 2: Recall of heuristics using additional common terms
in queries.
the text of project URLs after removing irrelevant words such as
stopwords. An example of a query derived using this heuristic is:
"IMPACT Impact Measurement and Performance Analysis of CSR
project -site:cordis.europa.eu -site:ec.europa.eu".

6.

HEURISTICS TUNING AND
PERFORMANCE

Each heuristic performance was measured and compared through
recall (2), precision (3) and f-measure (4) metrics to evaluate the
success of the proposed heuristic on identifying the project URLs
of the test collection. The scores were measured by analyzing the
Top 1, Top 3, Top 5 and Top 10 results obtained through the Bing
Web Search API.
|{relevant documents} {retrieved documents}|
|{relevant documents}|

7.

T

recall =

(2)

|{relevant documents} {retrieved documents}|
precision =
(3)
|{retrieved documents}|
T

f-measure = 2 ×

precision × recall
precision + recall

combination with the highest potential to provide the best performance. The following term combinations were tested: {project},
{project,research}, {project,research,european}. Based on the results presented on Figure 2, it was determined that the usage of only
one term {project} provided the best results. Increasing the number
of terms restricts too much the query scope obtaining lower recall
values. Therefore, we decided to adopt only the addtitional common term project for the heuristic +Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC
+CommonTerms and named it +Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC
+project.
Table 5 presents the score results for recall obtained for all the
heuristics. As expected, it shows that increasing the number of
top results retrieved increases the recall score. The heuristic with
best recall (47.8%) at the TOP 1 results is the +Acronym +Title
+project -Cordis -EC, but this is the worst heuristic at the Top 10
results (59.1% against +Acronym +Title 66%). Since this heuristic query contains more terms, it is more specific, becoming more
precise at the Top 1 results, but the lack of generalization makes
it worse with more results returned. Therefore, we conclude that
is the most suitable heuristic when we aim to achieve more precise
identification and retrieval of project URLs. The +Acronym +Title
heuristic is the more general query and so it returns more results. It
is most suitable when the objective is to obtain the highest coverage of project URLs to be preserved without limiting resources and
preserving also some less relevant sites.
Table 6 indicates the precision scores obtained. As expected,
they decrease as more results returned are considered because each
query has only 1 valid result identified on the test collection. The
heuristic that presented higher precision values was +Acronym
+Title -Cordis -EC +project with 47.8%.
The F-measure metric provides a combination of the recall and
precision values. Those results are presented on Table 7 and show
that +Acronym +Title +project -Cordis -EC has the highest score
with 47.8% at Top 1.

(4)

Before comparing the performance between the described heuristics, the selection of common terms added to the heuristic +Acronym
+Title -Cordis -EC +CommonTerms was tuned looking for the

A FIRST SELECTIVE CRAWL
TO PRESERVE R&D WEBSITES

The experiments previously described were also tested using Google
Custom Search Engine. This provided better results with an overall

Table 7: f-measure of each heuristic.
+Acronym +Title
+Acronym +Title -Cordis
+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC
+Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC +project

Top 1
44.0%
44.9%
46.8%
47.8%

Top 3
28.2%
27.6%
28.1%
28.5%

Top 5
21.3%
19.3%
19.5%
19.3%

Top 10
12.0%
10.9%
10.9%
10.7%

Table 8: Data related to R&D project websites collected by the
crawler for preservation.
Nr. project URL seeds
20 429
Nr. web files crawled
10 449 947
Nr. hosts crawled
72 077
Stored content size (compressed)
1.4 TB

.OTHERS

.EU
29%

21%

8.

22%

10%

.IT
.EDU
.DE

3%
3%
4%
4%
5%

.NET
.UK

.COM

Figure 3 depicts the project URLs domain distribution on the
crawl. Most of the crawled R&D project sites were hosted under
the .EU domain. So, we measured the overlap between the preserved content using the +Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC +CommonTerms heuristic and the crawled content obtained from our
previous .EU domain crawl [23]. Using the OpenSearch [15] API
available at arquivo.pt/resawdev, we queried if the projects URLs
obtained had been previously harvested. Only 9% of the retrieved
R&D projects websites were previously preserved by the .EU crawl.

.ORG
Figure 3: Retrieved R&D projects websites domain distribution.
recall gain of 5% against Bing, but the limitation of 100 queries
per day made it impracticable because the testing procedure of the
heuristics was too slow. We believe that the ability to do 5 000
queries/month of Bing Web Search API compensate for the slightly
worse performance. For that reason Bing was the search engine that
we used for the identification of new project URLs for R&D websites. The obtained results showed that the heuristic +Acronym
+Title -Cordis -EC +CommonTerms achieved the best performance recovering project R&D URLs using the first result (Top 1),
so it was the elected heuristic to apply to the incomplete FP7 projects
dataset that presented 23 588 missing project URLs. The following work flow was executed to identify and preserve R&D project
websites using the heuristics developed:
1. Extracted all project entries where project URL field was
missing from the FP7 dataset;
2. Executed the heuristic +Acronym +Title -Cordis -EC +CommonTerms on FP7 projects dataset to recover missing URLs;
3. Used the newly identified URLs has seeds to the Heritrix
crawler [35];
4. Harvested these project URLs and preserved this information.
After applying this workflow to the FP7 dataset, we identified
20 429 new URLs from the 23 588 entries with missing project
URLs. That is, we improved the completeness of the CORDIS
dataset by 86.6% regarding the project URLs information. About
3 159 entries did not return any URL, most probably because the
project site does not exist any more, or never did.
These 20 429 new project URLs were used as seeds to a new
selective crawl that resulted on the collection of 10 449 947 web
files, fulfilling a total of 1.4 TB of information compressed on ARC
files as presented on Table 8. This selective crawl was configured to
crawl all mime types, following links until 5 hops from the project
URL seed, with a limitation of 10 000 files per site.

CONCLUSIONS

Research & Development (R&D) projects rely on their websites
to publish valuable information about their activities and achievements. However, these websites frequently disappear after the project funding ends. The European Union Open Data Portal provides
information about R&D projects funded by the European Union.
We tested the available projects URLs for each funding work programme. The obtained results showed that 65% of the URLs of
R&D projects funded by FP7 program (2007-2013) were still valid.
However, the percentage of valid project URLs decreased for older
work programmes, reaching a percentage of only 7% for the FP4
work programme (1994-1998). The obtained results also showed
that 76.1% of these projects URLs had an web-archived version.
However, the amount of project URLs preserved decreased for the
older work programmes. Only 43.6% of the FP4 project URLs
had a web-archived version. The results also showed that EUfunded project URLs were mainly preserved by the US-based Internet Archive.
The main objective of this work was to study and develop an automatic mechanism that enables the identification of R&D project
URLs of websites to be preserved without requiring strong human intervention or demanding computer resources. We designed
and analyzed several heuristics that aimed to automatically identify missing project URLs combining live-web search engines and
information publicly available about the projects. The experimental results showed that the most precise heuristic was being able to
retrieve 47.8% of the missing projects URLs. This heuristic was
applied to identify and recover the 23 588 project URL missing
on the CORDIS dataset about the FP7 work programme. It successfully retrieved 20 429 URLs with high potential of being the
original project URL or related content (86.6%).
The newly identified project URLs were used as seeds to a selective crawl aimed to preserve EU-funded R&D project websites.
10 449 947 web files were crawled from 72 077 hosts, fulfilling
a total of 1.4 Terabytes of information compressed on ARC files.
Most of the crawled R&D project sites were hosted under the .EU
domain. Only 9% of the retrieved R&D projects websites were previously preserved by the .EU crawl performed by the Arquivo.pt
web archive in 2015. These R&D project websites content may
have changed during their lifetime, and this information is irrecoverable unless a web archive holds past versions of these sites.
As societies evolve and become more aware of the importance of
preserving born-digital content, it is expectable that R&D project
websites will become systematically identified, archived and preserved during administrative work flows. If so, the described heuristics will become necessary only for exceptional situations. Meanwhile, automatic heuristics are crucial to preserve online scientific
outputs.
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FUTURE WORK

In future work these heuristics could be improved to reach higher
levels of recall. One way to try to improve these heuristics is to ex-

clude more research network and funding websites that were not
previously identified, such as erc.europa.eu. Applying search operators to restrict results to HTML content could also enhance the
overall recall and contribute to higher quality project URLs seeds.
URLs that reference content on other formats (e.g. PDF) are less
likely to reference the home page of the project websites. Other
methodologies and term combinations to extract describing words
and improve query results could also be studied.
The test collection could be extended with additional results such
as several relevant project URLs per each project entry. These extensions would accommodate situations such as projects that adopted different URLs across time or that provide several versions of
the project URL in different languages.
Machine Learning algorithms can be trained using the test collection built during this study to automatically classify if an identified project URL is actually a R&D project website. The application of these algorithms on the websites retrieved by the studied
heuristics could reduce the number of false positive seeds added to
the crawler.
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